
 

Educational Awards 
Eastern has submitted 34 educational awards in the first 2 months. 

15 of these are Pathways awards, and 19 are from the traditional education program. 

Club Officer Training 
Eastern had some great wins and also some challenges with Club Officer Training this round.  

 

Wins 

New Presenters! 

Of the 16 presenters, 7 were first-timers. We made an effort to ensure there was a mix of experience and fresh views. All 

7 of the new presenters put so much time and effort into preparing for their segment and all reported afterwards that 

they felt great having run their first training! Feedback for all trainers (old and new) has been so positive and supportive. 

(For the record, experienced presenters also put in time and effort, and were all excellent.) 

 

New Club Officers! 

This was the very first club leader training for 29.5% of attendees! 

 

Feedback! 

Feedback was overwhelmingly positive (aside from challenges listed below). I am extremely happy with how the day 

went. Some of the high level feedback has been collated: 

 

 

Challenges 

Attendance! 

On average, we have a younger population of club officers compared to other divisions, who find it exceptionally 

difficult to dedicate an entire day to training. The extended training time was cited over and over as a reason that so 

many were unable to attend. Even though the publicity was increased from last year, the attendance dropped 

significantly. Next round will be shorter to ensure that members who are trying to balance family, full time work and 

other commitments, have more incentive to not only attend training, but also commit to taking on club officer roles in 

future. 

104 officers trained, from a total possible 203 officers (51%). Drop from 62%. 

19 clubs achieved their minimum 4 officers trained, from a possible 29 clubs (66%). Drop from 75%. 

 

Catering! 

We had almost 30 people more attend than had registered and therefore we found ourselves under-catered. We need 

to find a way to encourage people to register, and perhaps have a stricter system with on-the-day monitoring – no 

RSVP, no lunch! 

 

 

Eastern Division Report 



Membership 
Membership currently stands at 590 in Eastern, with 33 dual/more members, making the body count 557. 

New Clubs 
Well done to Mad Chatters who chartered in August! 

DCP Goals 
2 months into the year, we have 5 clubs starting to achieve goals, with a total of 16 goals achieved so far. 

Area Directors 
Before our term started and after the first round of DLT, the Eastern team sat down as a team and went through 

expectations of the year, timelines, conference date setting and other general information. I have kept in contact with 

each Area Director and have been so impressed with how much enthusiasm and effort is being put into each role. The 

questions being asked are intelligent and showing a deep level of commitment to their clubs. 

Conferences are all being planned, visits have been completed already and reports are starting to trickle in. Basically, I 

have a team of over-achievers, and it’s amazing! 

Contests 
Most clubs have held their club contests by now and are gearing up for their area contests. 

A venue has been booked for the Eastern Division Conference, the Seven Hills Community Theatre. This is a fully-

functioning venue with a highly professional look. I would like to offer Eastern as a “practise” for D69’s conference, for 

the videoing requirement. It is possible to have a professional filming setup in this venue and perhaps discover any 

issues that may arise later in the year at the D69 conference. 

Successors for Division Roles 
I have one of the Area Directors very interested in taking on the Division Director role next year. He is incredibly 

intelligent, enthusiastic and I would love to see him succeed and grow in this role, as I think he would be fantastic for 

this division. 

 

 

Overall, I am really happy with how the division is progressing this year. 

 

Kate Norris, DTM 

Eastern Division Director 2018-19 

 


